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Scope of work

I have been consulted and/or retained by attorneys in both civil suits and criminal

prosecution of this case, to thoroughly evaluate the incident in which Ms. Halyna

Hutchins sustained fatal injuries during the filming of a movie entitled Rust.

In compiling this report, I have only been paid for my time, not my opinion.

I have no personal interests in this matter.

I have been asked to:

Review documents, photos and video pertaining to this matter

Examine the applicable standards of care for safe gun handling on a movie set:

Determine what, if any, departures from that standard occurred

Determine to what degree, if any, these factors contributed to Ms. Hutchins’

death.

I may amend any of the opinions expressed herein based on the discovery of new or

additional facts.
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Sources Consulted

In deriving my opinions, I have reviewed and relied upon the following:

● FBI Laboratory Report on gun examination

● FBI Laboratory Report on explosive content

● FBI Laboratory Report on DNA examination

● FBI Laboratory Report on latent prints

● NMS Labs Toxicology Report

● UNM Office of Medical the Medical Investigator Postmortem Examination

● Written statements released by Hannah Gutierrez-Reed

● Media statements made by Alec Baldwin

● Industry-wide Labor-Management Safety Committee Recommendations

● Complaint of Hannah Reed v. Seth Kenney
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The Tragedy

On October 21, 2021, while working as the Director of Photography on a film entitled

“Rust,” Ms. Halyna Hutchins, a 42 year old mother and wife, was shot and killed by

Alec Baldwin.

Following treatment by EMS personnel at the scene, Ms. Hutchins was airlifted to

UNMH, where she was pronounced dead at 15:37, 17 minutes after touching down on

the helipad.

UNM Hospital | UNM Health | Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The Location

The incident occurred at Bonanza

Creek Ranch in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

At least 130 films have been shot at the

ranch, including:

● 3:10 to Yuma” (2007)
● “All the Pretty Horses” (2000)
● “The Ballad of Buster Scruggs” (2018)
● “Buffalo Girls” (1995, TV miniseries)
● “Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid” (1969)
● “The Cheyenne Social Club” (1970)
● “Conspiracy” (2008)
● “Cowboys & Aliens” (2011)
● “Easy Rider” (1969)
● “Gunsmoke: The Long Ride” (1993)
● “John Carpenter’s Vampires” (1998

● “The Lazarus Man” (1996, TV series)
● “The Legend of the Lone Ranger” (1981)
● “Lonesome Dove” (1989, TV series)
● “Lust in the Dust” (1985)
● “The Man From Laramie” (1955)
● “The Missing” (2003)
● “Shoot First and Pray You Live” (2008)
● “Silverado” (1985)
● “Undead or Alive: A Zombedy” (2007)
● “Walker, Texas Ranger” (1993, TV series)
● “Young Guns” (1988)

Despite virtually all these films being gunslinging Westerns, this was the first and only

fatal shooting at the property.
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The Action

The fatal incident occurred during a blocking rehearsal, in which Baldwin pointed a gun

towards the camera, and, at the direction of Hutchins, moved the gun into different

positions. Baldwin was instructed to cock the gun (pull back the hammer.) At one point,

the gun was pointed at Hutchins, and at that time, the gun was discharged, mortally

wounding her, and injuring Director Joel Souza.

(Blocking is the process of establishing the position of actors relative to each other, to

props, to the camera, and to the lighting. Its purpose is to ensure that the composition of

the shot complies with the creative intent of the Director and of the Director of

Photography.)

Although Baldwin denied having his finger on the trigger of the gun, (“No, no, no, no, no.

I would never point a gun at anyone and pull a trigger at them, never,” he claimed in his

ABC interview,) photographs and video from the scene taken that day by crew members

clearly show that Baldwin did have his finger inside the trigger guard and on the trigger,

in violation of all safety rules. And obviously he also pointed the gun at a person.
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FBI Tests

FBI testing of the gun found it to be in proper working condition, and verified that the

gun could not be made to fire without applying pressure to the trigger.
The FBI was given hundreds of items from the Rust set, of which this revolver was listed

as “Item 2.”

Here is the FBI’s language from their tests:

“Item 2 is a .45 Colt (.45 Long Colt) caliber F.lli Pietta single-action revolver,

Model 1873 SA (Californian), Serial Number E52277, which functioned
normally when tested in the Laboratory. Item 2 contains 1⁄4 and 1⁄2 cock

manual safeties, which are intended to prevent slippage of the hammer
during cocking and the release of the hammer by a normal pull of the
trigger. ”

“Hammer at 1⁄4 and 1⁄2 cock positions
With the hammer in the 1⁄4 and 1⁄2 cock positions, Item 2 could not be made to
fire without a pull of the trigger. ... This is consistent with normal operation for

a single-action revolver of this design.”

“With the hammer in the 1⁄4 cock position, pressure was applied to the trigger

and the hammer fell, however the firing pin did not have enough force to
detonate the primer and resulted in light firing-pin strikes.”

“Hammer at full cock position
With the hammer in the full cock position, Item 2 could not be made to fire
without a pull of the trigger while the working internal components were intact

and functional.”
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The Gun

F.lli Pietta single-action revolver, Model 1873 SA

The Colt Single Action Army Model
1873 (also known as the Peacemaker,)

is a single action revolver. “Single

action” refers to the number of

functions performed by the trigger.

Advancing the cylinder to put rounds

inline with the barrel is done by

cocking the gun, (pulling the hammer

back,) and the trigger’s only function is

to release the hammer. This allows for

a short crisp trigger pull, making single

action guns extremely accurate.

This gun was the standard issue handgun of the U.S. Army from 1873 to 1892, and was

widely popular during the time of the Wild West. Original guns from the period sell for

upwards of $10,000, and replicas, such as the one used on Rust sell for around $500.
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Single Action Revolver Nomenclature
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The Armorer

The movie’s armorer, Hannah Gutierrez-Reed, a 24 year old with minimal experience,

was not present at the time of the incident, in violation of standard safety practices. She

had only worked on one movie set prior to working for Rust. The crew of Rust reported

several prior incidents on the set of Rust, including accidental discharges, as did the

crew of her previous film, The Old Way, starring Nicolas Cage.

Headlines clipped from DailyMall.com:

Enough said.
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The Second A.D.

Second Assistant Director David Halls, who possessed no firearms training, picked up

the .45 Long Colt Revolver from a table, and handed it to Alec Baldwin, after calling out

“cold gun,” without having checked the gun himself, or asking the armorer to check it.

Halls has a reputation for pushing schedules quickly at the expense of safety, particular

with regard to gun safety.

Maggie Goll, an IATSE Local 44 prop maker and licensed pyrotechnician, said in
a statement to CNN that while working on Hulu’s “Into the Dark” Anthology
Series in February and May of 2019, Halls neglected to hold safety meetings and
consistently failed to announce the presence of a firearm on set to the crew, as is
protocol.

Julia Jones, CNN

In the criminal case brought against Baldwin and Gutierrez-Reed, Halls cut a deal for

himself to avoid prosecution, and agreed to be a witness for the prosecution.

Had he stood trial, he would have no doubt, in my opinion, been found guilty of criminal

negligence. His reckless behavior was a contributing factor in Halyna’s death, though

not a proximal cause of her death.
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Alec Baldwin

During the blocking rehearsal in which Halyna Hutchins was shot and killed, Baldwin

knew that the armorer was not present, and therefore that the gun had not been

checked. He claimed that he “relied on his crew,” but how could he have relied on his

crew when his armormer was not there. He therefore relied at the time only on his own

poor judgment, arrogance, and irresponsible gun handling.

He claims to have relied on David Hall’s proclamation, ‘Cold Gun,” but knew that Halls

was not an armorer, and had no legitimate role in the chain of safety. He knew that the

armorer was not there, and that he was thereby handling a gun that had not been

checked by his armorer, regardless of what Dave Halls said.

In his ABC News interview, he describes in great detail the procedures involved in

working with an experienced armorer, and would have known that the situation on Rust

was not comparable:

“The prop person would come and sometimes they would insist on demonstrating

for you and the camera crew. They’d take the gun, if it was a contemporary gun,

they’d show you the chamber. They’d show you the clip. They’d say, “The gun is

cold.” And you look at it and go, “Thank you.”

Baldwin continues:
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“What I was taught … was … if I took a gun and I popped a clip out of a gun, or I

manipulated the chamber of a gun, they would take the gun away from me and

redo it. The prop person said, “Don’t do that,” …And they’d say, …“we don’t want

the actor to be the last line of defense against a catastrophic breach of safety

with the gun. My job,” they told me, …,“My job is to make sure the gun is safe,

and then I hand you the gun and I declare the gun safe.” The crew’s not relying

on you to say that it’s safe. They’re relying on me to say that it’s safe. When that

person who was charged with that job handed me the weapon, I trusted them,

and I never had a problem.”

“There’s one person that’s supposed to make sure that what is in the gun is

right, and that what’s wrong is not in the gun. One person has that responsibility

to maintain the gun…”

And yet, he said that on Rust, there was not one person:

“Hannah would hand me the gun 99% of the time, whatever, the preponderance

of the time. But when we would say cut, if Hannah was away from the set, I

would hand Halls the gun.”

Why would the armorer ever be “away from the set” when guns were being handled?

Was the armorer not the ONE PERSON that Baldwin knew was supposed to check and

handle the gun? And isn’t the issue more about who hands him the gun, than who he

hands the gun off to when he’s done with a scene?

If we took him at his word that “Hannah would hand me the gun 99% of the time, and

we know that guns are handed to actors hundred if not thousands of times in the filming

of a Western, than there would be many times where guns were handed to actors

without first being checked by an armorer. This would certainly establish a pattern of

unsafe gun handling, which is consistent with what the crew widely reported.

The ABC interview also showed a clip from George Clooney, contrasting his experience

with firearms on set to Baldwin’s.
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“Every single time I’m handed a gun on a set, every time... They hand me a gun,

I look at it, I open it. I show it to the person I’m pointing it to. We show it to the

crew. Every single take. You hand it back to the armor, when you’re done, you do

it again. Everyone does it. Everybody knows it.”

What Clooney states is exactly correct. If you have a safety procedure, it must be

followed 100% of the time, because a 1% deviation is, as evidenced, enough to get

someone killed.

Baldwin revealed an arrogant and dismissive attitude towards the safety procedures

that Clooney described, and that are used on other sets:

“If your protocol is you check the gun every time, well, good for you. Good for

you. I probably handled weapons as much as any other actor in films with an

average career. Again, shooting or being shot by someone, and in that time, I

had a protocol and it never let me down.”

So Baldwin had his own protocol. One that differed significantly from the proven safe

one that everyone else used. And it did let him down, with fatal consequences for

Halyna Hutchins. The only reason to deviate from proven safety protocols is if you have

an even safer way to do something. If your safety protocol is based on luck, luck

eventually runs out, and someone dies.

Baldwin also discussed the physical act of “fanning a gun,” a technique whereby the

trigger is held in the pressed position, while the hammer is repeatedly drawn back and

released, in order to shoot a single action pistol more rapidly.

He erroneously stated that the trigger is not pressed during this procedure, revealing his

lack of knowledge of the workings of this type of firearm. Again, refer to the FBI

statement that the gun could not be made to fire without a pull of the trigger.

The armorer stated that she wanted to train Baldwin on the use of this type of gun, and

that he declined the chance to learn to use it properly.
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Why Baldwin might believe his own story…

Baldwin claims that he never “pulled” the trigger. (I put “pulled” in quotes because the

correct name for the manipulation of the trigger is “pressed” not “pulled.”) And even

though this is physically not possible, and the FBI agreed that the gun ”could not be
made to fire without a pull of the trigger,” there is a legitimate reason that Baldwin

could justifiably believe what he’s saying.

A single action revolver is typically fired by first fully cocking the gun, (pulling the

hammer back all the way,) and then pressing the trigger.

However, the gun will also fire if pressure is continuously applied to the trigger
first, and the hammer is then pulled back and released.
Because the trigger has such a short travel and a light release pressure, it’s easy to

think that you’re simply resting your finger on the trigger, while you’re actually pressing

on it hard enough to allow it to fire.

He did have his finger inside the trigger guard, and touching the trigger, and was

unwittingly applying enough pressure to the trigger such that when he pulled the

hammer back, and then released it, the hammer was allowed to fall all the way, causing

the gun to fire.

Since he may not have made or acted on an intentional decision to press the trigger, he

could reasonably believe that he did not “pull” the trigger. He likely did not realize that

he was maintaining enough pressure on the trigger to disengage the sear, thus allowing

the gun to fire simply by pulling back and releasing the hammer, as he described he did.

This is the reason for gun safety rules 2 and 3: Never allow a gun to point at anything

you don’t want to see destroyed, and keep your finger off the trigger until your sights are

on target. It is virtually impossible to cause a lethal firearms accident without breaking at

least one of the four simple gun safety rules. (Complete gun safety rules on page 20)
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Ammo on the set

There were numerous types of ammunition on the set, including:

Live ammo

Blank ammo

Dummy rounds.

Here’s a description of the composition and purpose of each.

Live Ammo

A cartridge of live ammo consists of 4 components: A brass casing, an impact

sensitive primer, gunpowder, and a bullet.
When a gun fires, a steel firing pin is forcefully driven into the primer. A shock sensitive

chemical in the primer called lead azide then explodes. The explosion ignites the

gunpowder. As the gunpowder burns, it turns from a solid into a gas. The gas expands

and creates tremendous pressure. The pressure pushes the bullet down the barrel with

great speed, and the bullet exits the barrel on its trajectory towards the target.

The purpose of live ammo is to fire a bullet. The bullet is the projectile that leaves the

gun and impacts the target.

Casing Primer Gunpowder Bullet

When assembled into live ammo, they look like this, and are referred to as a cartridge:
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Blank Ammo

Blank ammo consists of a casing, a primer, and gunpowder, but no bullet. A piece of

lightweight wadding (paper or foam) is used to hold the gunpowder in place. In some

cases the powder is held in place by crimping the metal closed at the front of the casing.

(Crimped blanks create a potential danger of the crimped metal breaking loose when

fired, and causing an injury.)

The purpose of blank ammo is to create the appearance that a gun was fired, by issuing

muzzle flash, smoke, and noise from a gun, without bullets.

NOTE: Blank rounds, while not intended to fire bullets, have the potential to cause fatal

injuries, and have killed two people to my knowledge, including Brandon Lee and

Jon-Erik Hexum. Numerous other people have been injured by blanks.

Casing Primer Gunpowder

When assembled into blanks they look like this:
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Dummy Rounds

A dummy round consists of an inert primer, a casing, and a bullet, but no gunpowder.
The primer can be rendered inert by drilling a hole in it, or by heating it until the lead

azide detonates, before it is inserted into the casing.

The purpose of a dummy round is to create the appearance of a live round, without the

danger of live ammo. In order to distinguish live rounds from dummy rounds, the casing

of a dummy round has holes drilled into it.

Additionally, steel BBs are placed in the casing, prior to seating the bullet, in order that

when the round is shaken there is an auditory confirmation that the round is not a live

round. Using a “shake test,” you can hear that a round is a dummy round. You can

literally be blind, and still distinguish live rounds from dummy rounds, by shaking them.

Casing Inert Primer Bullet BBs

When assembled into dummy rounds, and properly drilled, they look like this:
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How Blanks and Dummy Rounds Can Kill

In order to make the loud bang and the muzzle flash associated with live gunfire,

blanks, which are made up of a casing, a primer, and gunpowder, discharge hot flaming

gasses when fired.

These gasses come out of the muzzle of a firearm with tremendous speed and

pressure. At close range, this pressure can damage living tissue, and even bone.

In the case of Jon-Erik Hexum, the actor, while joking around, placed the muzzle of a

pistol, loaded with blanks, against the side of his head, and pressed the trigger. The

high pressure gasses coming out of the muzzle applied so much force to the side of his

head that a section of his skull was broken loose and forced into his brain, killing him.

In Brandon Lee’s death, a revolver was loaded with dummy rounds, which are made up

of a casing, an inert primer, and a bullet. Unfortunately, when the dummy rounds were

removed, a bullet, which had not been properly seated into the casing, came loose from

the casing, and remained, unnoticed, within a chamber in the cylinder of the gun. When

the gun was subsequently loaded with blanks, which contain a casing, a primer, and

gunpowder, and the blank was loaded into a chamber that contained a bullet, a

complete live cartridge was made, without the knowledge of the stand-in armorer. (The

armorer had briefly left the set, and left his wife to handle the firearms until he got back.)

When a blank was placed behind the bullet that remained in the cylinder, and fired, the

energy from the blank forced the bullet out of the gun with enough force to kill Brandon.

These tragedies highlight the need for experience and vigilance in an armorer. They

have to be aware of every possible danger that can arise from the handling of firearms,

and must remain constantly watchful to ensure that these dangers are properly avoided.

GIven that these deaths arose from the use of blanks and dummy rounds, they must be

handled, managed and supervised with the same degree of care as when working with

live ammo.

Again, ammo aside, both of these tragedies could have been prevented if the simple

rule, “Never allow a gun to point at anything you don’t want to see destroyed” had been

observed.
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Ammo Differentiation Table

Live Ammo Blanks Dummy

Casing ✅ ✅ ✅

Primer ✅ ✅ ✅ (inert)

Powder ✅ ✅

Bullet ✅ ✅

BB’s ✅

Purpose Fire Bullets Noise & Flash “Appearance”
of Live Round
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Universal Gun Safety Rules

These are my very precisely worded GUN SAFETY RULES.

They apply at ALL TIMES, in ALL PLACES, under ALL CONDITIONS: Even during a

real gunfight. It is not possible to accidentally kill someone with a firearm without

violating at least one of these rules.

1. ALL GUNS ARE ALWAYS LOADED.
(I dislike the traditional “treat all guns as if” because it’s like saying “let’s pretend.” When

death is a likely result of not following this rule, I don’t want anyone thinking they are

“pretending” anything.)

All guns are LOADED until you have personally cleared them. Period. They remain

“clear” ONLY while they remain IN YOUR HANDS and UNDER YOUR CONTROL.

That's why a gun must be checked or cleared EVERY SINGLE TIME you pick it up, and

EVERY SINGLE TIME it’s passed from one person to another.

2. NEVER ALLOW A GUN TO POINT AT ANYTHING YOU DON’T WANT TO
SEE DESTROYED.
(I prefer “never allow” over “never point” in order to include the actions of others.)

Not even for an instant. This includes guns handled by other people. If someone points

a gun at you, they are breaking YOUR rules and endangering you with deadly force.

This also covers unintentionally “sweeping” a gun across non-targets. Guns are

directional threats, and typically don’t endanger things at which they are not pointed.

3. KEEP YOUR FINGER OFF THE TRIGGER UNTIL YOUR SIGHTS ARE ON
TARGET.
As a general rule, guns won’t fire without pressing the trigger. You don’t want to

accidentally shoot someone because you sneezed or tripped.

4. BE SURE OF YOUR TARGET AND WHAT’S BEYOND IT.
The silhouette in the hallway could be your kid sneaking home at 2am. And if you fail to

safely park a bullet in the chest of a bad guy in your living room, you’ll be charged at

least with manslaughter when your bullet kills the kid across the street.

It’s very clear that rules 1, 2, and 3 were broken on the set of Rust.
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Movie set gun safety rules

The incident that claimed the life of Halyna Hutchins was an avoidable tragedy resulting

from a series of departures from the proven safety practices that are known and used

worldwide in connection with safe gun handling and safe film making. Period.

The fact that one is on a movie set does not justify divergence from the gun safety rules

that apply everywhere else. The physics of fatalities are not governed by jurisdiction,

location or circumstance. If you load a real gun with live ammunition, point it at

someone, and press the trigger, you shouldn’t be surprised if a serious or fatal injury

occurs, because that’s what guns are made to do.

If you want to cinematically portray a gun being shot, without endangering anyone, then

you must use science to safely create the illusion of danger, in a manner in which no

one will be injured.

To do this, there are several simple and well known methods. They are enumerated in

one form or another in publications such as the Industry-wide Labor-Management

Safety Committee Recommendations. They include practices such as:

● Not using any gun into which one can introduce live ammunition - in other words,

using ACTUAL prop guns, that look like real guns, but can’t shoot or even be

loaded with live ammo. These guns are either manufactured to only be loadable

with blanks, or were real guns that have been modified such that they can only be

loaded with blanks. They are engineered such that live ammo will not fit in them.

● Not having live ammo on the set, (other than as may be necessary for ensuring

personal protection from criminal attack.)

● Not pointing guns at things that you don’t want to see destroyed. By anyone.

EVER. Not for an instant.

● Having ONE KEY PERSON responsible for the safe operation, use, maintenance
23



and storage of guns on set. On movies with large numbers of firearms, the

Weapons Department may have numerous crew members, ALL of whom are

highly experienced, and all of whom work directly under that supervision of the

department head.

● NO ONE from any other department handles any of the guns.

● ALL guns, at any time, are to be in only one of the following conditions:

a) in use under the supervision of an armorer,

b) being maintained, or

c) in safe storage.

Guns are not to be left out unattended where anyone can access them.

● The established rules of safe gun management on set are inviolate. No

pressures, be they budgetary, temporal or otherwise ever justify any departure

from these rules, because departing from these rules can quickly and easily lead

to serious injuries and death.

● The person in charge of gun safety must be experienced and command that job

with authority. They are in charge. Not the diretor, the AD, the actor, or anyone

else. They are to lay down the law and to enforce it. It is incumbent on the

producer to ensure that this responsibility is given only to someone of sufficient

knowledge, skill and experience to execute the functions of that job completely

and without failure.
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Standard movie set gun handling procedures
There is a procedure by which guns are used safely on a movie set.

In the table below, I describe proper procedure, and where the crew of Rust departed from

these procedures.

SAFETY PROCEDURE COMPLIANCE

1 The call sheet for the day must indicate the use of firearms in the day’s
activities. (A call sheet is a one page schedule of the day’s filming.)

YES

2 A safety meeting is to be held immediately prior to the use of guns.
The meeting is often videotaped to confirm compliance.

NO

3 Every crew member shall have an opportunity to review the safety
plan, see the equipment, and have any questions answered. (Virtually
all movie set accidents are preceded by concerns that were unvoiced,
unaddressed or unresolved.)

NO

4 The armorer personally checks that the gun is clear, or free of any
ammo, and clear of any obstructions in the barrel and the cylinders.

NO

5 The armorer shows the gun to the actor, who verifies that the gun is
clear.

NO

6 The armorer personally checks EVERY SINGLE ROUND before
loading them into the gun, to ensure that they are either blanks or
dummy rounds. If dummy rounds are being used, every round is
visually checked for holes, and audibly tested via a “shake test.”

NO

7 The armorer shows the actor the ammo that is going to be loaded into
the gun.

NO

8 The armorer loads only the required number of rounds into the gun, in
front of the actor.

NO

9 The armorer retains control of the gun until the gun is handed to the
actor. The gun only leaves the armorer's hands when it is placed in the
actor’s hands.

NO

10 Only the armorer and the actor may handle the firearm. NO

11 The armorer maintains a hyper-vigilant watch on the firearm and on
the actor, ready to interrupt any hazardous handling of the gun, (which
would include pointing the gun at anyone, or making any changes to
the condition of the gun.)

NO

12 Upon completion of the action, the actor is instructed to holster the gun
or point it to the floor. The armorer then takes possession of the gun.

NO

13 The armorer immediately clears the gun of all ammo, and returns the
gun to locked safe storage.

NO

14 The armorer thanks everyone for safely handling the guns. NO
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The Distractions
There were additional issues brought up in the course of this matter that I have not

addressed, not by unintentional omission, but because they are irrelevant or unfounded.

Sabotage
The first issue raised was the possibility of intentional sabotage. There has been no

evidence presented to indicate that this case arose out of anything more than gross

negligence.

How did live ammo get on the set?
This question is also a non-starter. There is ammo in the world, and there is entropy,

and therefore live ammo could potentially end up anywhere. Given that the set was in

New Mexico, where firearm ownership and use is very high, it shouldn’t be surprising

that someone on the set would have live ammo on them.

It was not, however, the case that a crew member happened to infiltrate the set with live

ammo, but rather, and more egregious, is that the armorer herself brought the live

ammo in, unwittingly, within boxes of ammo that were only supposed to contain blanks.

But again, mistakes of this kind can happen, and for that reason every round must be

checked prior to using it.

The idea of blaming this accident on the presence of live ammo makes no more sense

than a hospital having a policy that no one can bring germs into the building, and

blaming the person who accidentally brought them in for the hospital’s surgical

infections. There should be, and is, a presumption that bacteria will enter the building,

and that its presence must be mitigated with the use of air filtration, ozone generators,

ultra-violet lights, and the use of sterilized tools and surgical gowns. These are the tools

and procedures that mitigate this risk. A surgeon whose patient gets infected would be

ridiculed if they asked, “How did bacteria get in here?” The correct question would be,

“Why were the sterile precautionary rules not followed.”
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How did live rounds get mixed in with the blanks?

Live rounds got into the blank boxes because people are sloppy and don’t always pay

attention to what they are doing. And that should be expected and protected against by

following the accepted rules of gun handling on set, and of universal gun safety. The

complaint of Hannah Reed v. Seth Kenney alleging improper trade practices based on

incorrect product labeling is founded, but is not the cause of the incident. Checking the

ammo before loading it does not rely on checking labels, because once boxes are

opened, mixups can occur.

“The firearm in this case was destroyed by the state.”

Baldwin attorney Alex Spiro claimed (falsely) to the court that the firearm had been

destroyed by the state, and therefore was not available for discovery.

He was corrected by a statement released by the New Mexico D.A.’s office, "The gun

Alec Baldwin used in the shooting that killed Halyna Hutchins has not been destroyed

by the state. The gun is in evidence and is available for the defense to review.”

Spiro’s statement was based on the FBI's report indicating that damage was done to

internal components of the gun during their testing.

This is another entirely irrelevant matter. Halyna Hutchins was not killed because of a

firearms malfunction, and the existence and condition of the gun after the fact is

immaterial.

The rules of gun safety account for the fact that guns, like any manufactured product,

can fail. Had the safety rules and procedures been followed, this killing would not have

happened.

If the gun had been checked to make sure there wasn’t live ammo in it, the incident

would not have happened. If the gun had not been pointed at a person, again, no

accident. If Baldwin had not pressed the trigger, no accident.
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Could you have done better?

Despite dozens of violations of safety procedures on this set, the essence of this case

comes down to the failure of the armorer, the AD, and the actor, collectively, to know the

difference between live rounds and dummy rounds, and to check which of these was

loaded into the revolver.

While there is certainly no end to what can be learned about guns, about ammo, and

about safety, I assert that the knowledge required to have prevented this accident could

easily be learned and safely practiced by virtually anyone. No experience needed.

So I ask, presuming that you are not an armorer or an experienced gun safety expert,

“Could you (or virtually anyone with a pulse and two brain cells) have prevented this

tragedy?

Here’s the quiz:

1. TRUE or FALSE

You must check the status of a gun, and know what, if anything, is loaded into it
before anyone handles that gun, every time a gun is touched.

2. Which one of these images shows a dummy round?

If you answered these two questions correctly, you could have done a better job than
the “professionals” on the set of Rust, and prevented a tragic death. This is a simple job.
You just have to do it. Consistently. Every single time.
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Conclusions
Filming is an activity intended to create entertainment for viewers, which translates into

revenue for producers. Participants and bystanders entrust their safety and their lives to

producers, and count on them to responsibly plan, operate, control and supervise their

operations with all reasonable safety measures fully implemented. In this case, not only

were safety considerations not sufficiently planned and executed, but known and

obvious risks were ignored. Specifically, Rust’s multiple failures with respect to ongoing

disregard for the safety of participants, improper selection and use of equipment,

inadequate training, insufficient experience, and lack of adherence to reasonable and

customary protocols, resulted in obvious and demonstrably dangerous conditions.

These factors contributed directly to Heayna Hutchins’ death.

As elaborated above, this production deviated in virtually every possible way from the

customary and proper standard of care for the use of firearms on a movie set.

Willfully ignoring numerous specific guidelines that have been thoughtfully developed

over time by experts shows a wanton disregard for safety that was grossly negligent.

This type of conduct could not manifest in other than a serious accident or fatality, and

contributed to the dangerous environment to which Baldwin and his fellow producers

exposed their crew.

These failures, omissions and willful disregard for safety directly resulted in the death of

Halyna Hutchins.

I state with a reasonable and very high degree of certainty, based on my training and

three decades of safety work in the film industry, that the life-ending injuries sustained

by Halyna Hutchins are attributable directly to multiple failures by Baldwin and Rust.

They failed to act to prevent injury, and their wanton disregard for safety, in choosing not

to follow industry and universal standards, or to eliminate numerous predictable, known

and obvious threats to the safety of the crew, were both the contributing and the

proximal cause of Halyna’s death.
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STEVE WOLF
wolf.steve@gmail.com Phone: (512) 653-9653

Firearms Safety Expert Communicator
30 years experience in firearms instruction, curriculum development and safety expertise. I have extensive
experience in the design, engineering, construction, operation and safety procedures related to firearms use and
instruction across a wide variety of environments, from movie sets to Navy Seals operations.

FOUNDER:
Rangemaster, indoor pistol training range
Tactical Choices, firearms instruction school
Stunt Ranch & Hill 13 Paintball
Wolf Stuntworks

TRAINING, LICENSES & CERTIFICATIONS
● NRA Range Development School
● NRA Firearms Instructor Development School
● State Certified Handgun Instructor
● SWAT Firearms Instructor
● Youth Firearms Safety Training Instructor, NRA
● Refuse To Be A Victim Instructor, NRA
● Anti-Crime Driver Training Instructor
● Navy Special Warfare Department Contractor
● Secret Service Contractor
● Single Action Pistol Training & Instructor
● Advanced Tactical Pistol Training
● Explosives Entry Techniques
● Explosives Instructor, Special FX International
● Host of nationally syndicated radio show, "Crime Talk"
● IDPA Custom Defensive Pistol Division Ranked Shooter
● Certified Expert Witness on firearms use
● EMT, First Aid & CPR Instructor
● Licensed Private Investigator
● Licensed Scuba Instructor
● Licensed Explosive Manufacturer
● Licensed Pyrotechnician
● Civilian bomb response curriculum developer & instructor
● Class 33 BATFE Explosive Manufacturer’s License
● Former BATFE Class 1 FFL holder
● Special Effects Operator License
● FEMA Active Shooter Response

Designer and builder of pistol ranges and paintball parks
Former Shelby County Sheriff’s Office Emergency Services Unit
Former Boulder Emergency Squad member
Subject of dozens of articles and TV segments on personal defense and firearms training

AUTHOR
“Lights, Camera, Safety”
"The Secret Science Behind Movie Stunts & Special Effects"
“Tactical Choices” manual for Handgun Instructors
“Bomb Recognition and Response for Civilians”
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Steve Wolf’s Firearm Safety Media Reach:

Based on his reputation as a firearms safety expert and
competent media communicator, Wolf was the most interviewed
person in the world last year on the subject of the Baldwin
shooting, speaking to every major news outlet in America and
abroad.

Wolf was featured more than 50 times on media including:

CNN (5 times)
HLN
MSNBC (twice)
FOX (twice)
BBC (3 times)
NPR w/ Brian Lehrer
Newsy

NewsMax
NewsNation (3 times)
Dr. Oz
Rachel Maddow Show
The Wrap
TMZ (twice)
Entertainment Tonight

Inside Edition
New York Post
Joe Piscopo Show
KABC Radio
The Whistleblower
CTV Canada (twice)

Here are links to some of the coverage:
https://bit.ly/WolfBaldwinCNN1
https://bit.ly/BollingNewsMaxWolfBaldwin
https://bit.ly/BBCWorldNewsBaldwinWolf
https://bit.ly/SteveWolfNewsyBaldwin
https://bit.ly/WolfBaldwinBBCTV

Wolf’s Firearm Training Video for Beginners, has over 900,000 views on YouTube.
http://bit.ly/shooting101
“This is the best firearms intro I've ever seen. Complete, easy to follow, non-intimidating, and even fun to watch.
Well done Steve Wolf (clearly a very experienced teacher).” - L.D. Johnson
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Steve Wolf’s Expert Qualifications

My name is Steve Wolf.

I am a professional stunt and special effects coordinator with 32 years of experience on

hundreds of movies, television shows, and live performances.

I have extensive experience in the design, engineering, construction, operation and

safety procedures related to firearms use across a wide variety of environments, from

movie sets to Navy Seals operations.

As an armorer, stunt and special effects coordinator, I’m frequently called upon to opine

on matters of safety and risk assessment, and to determine safe methods of performing

intrinsically dangerous activities: to mitigate such danger through the use of

engineering, methodology, procedures, physical layout, training, and risk

communication.

I have relevant firearms instruction experience with police, fire and EMS agencies.

I own a recreational park (Stunt Ranch in Austin, TX) that operates a pistol training

center.

I have extensive experience as an expert witness in firearms and other areas of risk.

I produce and host investigative science and engineering shows for The Discovery

Channel, History, A&E and many more.

I have been employed to provide firearm training, firearms handling supervision, stunts,

special effects and safety supervision for Paramount Pictures, Disney, Warner Brothers,

Columbia Pictures, ABC, CBS, NBC, PBS, HBO, Discovery, History, A&E, Bravo and

many others.

I have advanced training and licenses in the use of high and low explosives, blasting

agents, pyrotechnics, open flame, fire stunts, scuba, firearms, rigging, climbing &

rappelling, vehicle extrication, precision driving, vehicle reinforcement, as well as

experience in design and fabrication using electronics, pneumatics, hydraulics, sensors,
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and welding methods.

I hold or have held the following Licenses:

BATF Class 20 Explosives Manufacturing License

Special Effects and Pyrotechnic Operator License

Flame Effect Operators License

Class A Commercial Drivers License (CDL) with HazMat

Firearms Instructor License

NAUI Scuba Instructor License

Licensed Private Investigator

Emergency Medical Technician

International association of Climbing Judges

I am a member in good standing of:

International Association of Theatrical and Stage Employees

Pyrotechnic Guild of America

Association of Challenge Course Technology

International Association of Wildfire

I have completed FEMA certification courses in:

Incident Command Systems

Incident Command & Response

Incident Management

National Emergency Response

Active Shooter Response

Public Information Officer for Disasters

Social Media for Emergency Management

The Role of Volunteer Agencies in Emergency Management

FEMA Safety Orientation

Leadership and Influence

Effective Communication

Decision Making and Problem Solving

HazMat Handling and Emergency Response
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Emergency Planning

Wildfire Mitigation

Telecommunicator Emergency Response Taskforce

I hold additional certifications in:

Advanced concepts in Emergency Medicine

Rigging risk analysis and mitigation

Search and Rescue

Aerial rope and rigging rescue methods

Heavy equipment operator, including backhoe, forklift, scissor lift and condor.

Advanced Firearms Instructor training including single action, semi-auto, shotgun.

Martial arts including Judo, Tae Kwon Do

Advanced training in TFT (Special Forces hand-to-hand combat training)

Awards & Records:

Time Warner Cable "Science Presenter of the Year"

Longest tandem zipline

Most explosives safely fired on person's body

Author:

Tactical Choices, a manual for safe and effective handgun use.

A Day in the Life of a Stunt Person

The Secret Science Behind Movie Stunts & Special Effects

A Producers Primer in Action Sequence Filming

Deadly Hospital Mistakes

Editor: Lights, Camera, Safety
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00DC7DFZU/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_7CPXVDKFFBE7QNM175T6
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Patents written:

Advanced firefighting apparatus for forest fire suppression

Supplemental oxygen systems for combustion engines in low oxygen environments

Portable flame suppression system for rapid wildfire attack

Expert Witness:

I have investigated, reviewed, re-enacted and testified in dozens of cases in state and

federal court for matters involving death and serious bodily injury, in both criminal and

civil courts.

I have extensive international presentation and public speaking experience in front of

live audiences, including the World Science Festival.

I have worked as a plaintiff's and defendant's expert.

I do not primarily make a living as an expert witness. I am not paid for my opinion, I am

paid for my time.

In a nutshell, everything I do requires in-depth knowledge, assessment, management

and mitigation of physical risk.
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Steve Wolf - Theatrical Resume

Wolf Stuntworks, LLC 1987-Current
President & CEO - Stunts, Special FX, Firearms, Pyro
Train and lead a team of top entertainment industry engineers. Supervise firearms,
engineering, pyrotechnics, marketing, sales, and business development. Wolf Stuntworks
creates exciting action sequences for movies, TV shows and live events, including films
for Tom Cruise, Tom Hanks and James Cameron.

Clients include:
Paramount Pictures, Disney, Warner Brothers, Columbia Pictures
ABC, NBC, CBS, FOX, PBS, HBO, Discovery, History, A&E, Bravo.

Extremely partial project list:

TV Shows:
David Letterman
Extreme Home Makeover
America’s Most Wanted
Californication
Call to Greatness
Law and Order
One Life To Live
All My Children
Rescue 911
Houdini's Last Secrets
Ancient Impossible
What Destroyed the
Hindenburg
Larry the Cable Guy
Shipping Wars

Movies:
The Firm
Cast Away
Colombiana
A Time To Kill
The Client
Spiderman
The Jungle Book
The Last Boy Scout
Do The Right Thing
Hustle & Flow
Fast Food Nation
Crocodile Dundee II
American Outlaws
Bending Light
Chef

Commercials,
Videos & Events:
Dallas Cowboys
Whitney Houston
Moriah Carey
Macklemore
Pompeii
U.S. Secret Service
Nintendo
Mercedes
Chevrolet
Nike
AT&T
FedEx
Yeti

TV Shows hosted
Houdini's Last Secrets Discovery Science
Ancient Impossible History Channel
Presidential Beast Discovery Channel
Curiosity: Hindenburg Discovery Channel
Larry the Cable Guy History Channel
Shipping Wars A&E Network
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Steve Wolf Expert Witness Resume

100% success rate

1. Defence’s Expert: Fuel & Fire
(State of Tennessee v. Michael Mullins) Homicide trial

2. Defence’s Expert: Firearms use: reaction time
(Doe v. U.S. Government) Mass shooting & bombing

3. Plaintiff’s Expert: High Tension Systems: equipment &
procedures
(Higgs v. TSE) TN, Electrocution

4. Plaintiff's Expert: Ropes Course: zip line definitions and
procedures:
(Atain v. NNG) NY, Cervical Injury

5. Plaintiff's Expert: Rigging / harnesses / computerized flight
control
(Richards v. Spiderman on Broadway) NYC, Spinal Injury

6. Plaintiff's Expert: Ropes Course: rigging / belaying /
equipment & procedures
(Bazylewicz v. Church Mutual Insurance) Cleveland, OH,
Cervical Injury

7. Plaintiff's Expert: Theatrical Rigging: equipment & procedures
(Lubitsch v. Adirondack Scenic, Six Flags) NYC, NY, Spinal
Injury

8. Defense's Expert: Recreational Climbing: rigging / belaying /
equipment & procedures
(Danny Bell v. Sumo USA) Dallas, TX, Brain Injury

9. Plaintiff's Expert: Recreational Climbing: rigging / belaying /
equipment & procedures
(Theis v. Climb Max) New Orleans, LA, Spinal Injury

10. Plaintiff's Expert: Ropes Course: climbing / rigging / belaying /
equipment & procedures
(De Rita v. C.A.I.U) Harrisburg, PA, Fatality

11. Plaintiff's Expert: Ice Climbing: rigging / belaying / equipment
& procedures
(Ro v. San Juan Mountain Guides, Jeff Lowe) Ouray, CO,
Fatality

12. Plaintiff's Expert: Recreational Climbing: rigging / belaying /
equipment & procedures
(Sarrette v. Just For Fun Rentals) Boston, MA, Fatality

13. Defense’s Expert: Theatrical Rigging: equipment & procedures
(Bailey v. Showman Fabricators) (Disney) NYC, multiple
fractures

14. Defense’s Expert: Outdoor Rigging: equipment & procedures,
industry norms
(Rorick v. In Events) Honolulu, HI, multiple injuries

15. Plaintiff’s Expert: Indoor Climbing and Challenge Course:
equipment & procedures
(Veysey v. Rock On Adventure) Boston, MA, Brain injury

16. Plaintiff’s Expert: Indoor Climbing and Challenge Course:
equipment & procedures
(Chen v. Dumbo Bolder) NYC, Fracture

17. Defense’s Expert: Explosives and Firearms
(Unnamed Plaintiff v. USGS) Federal Court, Lawrence, KS,
Fatality and Serious Injury

18. Plaintiff’s Expert: Explosives and Firearms
(Botuchis v. LD Filmworks) Head Injury

19. Defense’s Expert: - Tidal Movement
(State v. Terry Smith) Texas City, TX, Drowning

20. Plaintiff’s Expert: - Paintball, equipment & procedures
(Ernst v. Church) Sacramento, CA Loss of Eye

21. Plaintiff’s Expert: Theatrical use of Firearms
(Peters v. City of Wichita) Wichita, KS, Shotgun injuries

22. Defense’s Expert: Outdoor Recreational Supervision
(Lecher v. School District of La Crosse) La Cross, WI,
Fracture

23. Plaintiff’s Expert: Paintball, equipment & procedures
(DeMayo v. Xtreme Paintball) Salt Lake City, UT

24. Plaintiff’s Expert:Theatrical Safety Procedures
(Razo v No Exit Films) New Mexico, Rollover Accident
(NOTE: Plaintiff received the largest award in the State of
New Mexico, $66.5M)

25. Prosecution’s Expert: Firearms Fatality
State of New Mexico v. Alec Baldwin et al.

26. Plaintiff’s Expert: Firearms Fatality
(Hutchins v. Alec Baldwin) California

27. Plaintiff’s Expert: Firearms Fatality
(Mamie Mitchell v. Alec Baldwin) New Mexico

28. Plaintiff’s Expert: Theatrical rigging: Stunt Safety
(Vicens v. “Steve O” Glover, Mudflap Productions)
Puerto Rico, Head Injury
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